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Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 

 

 

o Studied Medicine in 1683, first in Bologna; 
graduated in 1685 in Reggio College; 

o Back to Bologna University, specialized in 
Natural Philosophy and Anatomy with 
Marcello Malpighi (1628-1694); 

o 1700, Chair of Pratical Medicine at Padua 
University; 

o Interest in nature: he dedicated his study to 
Natural Philosophy and for that he attracted 
criticism from his collegues; 

o Create a very important collection and 
famous private Museum. 
 

Antonio Vallisneri 
(1661-1730) 

Portrait of A. Vallisnieri by L. Rossi (n.d. In the Wellcome Institute). 



I REPERTI DELLA COLLEZIONE VALLISNERIANA 

Rhinoceros horn with brass base 

Nautilus shells 

Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 

Vallisneri historical 
specimens  

 

Monodon monoceros  

(L., 1758) 

Struthio camelus (L., 1758) 



Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 

 

 

o He was the only male of the five children 

who lived to be adults; 

o He followed his father’s footsteps and spent 

his life in the reflection of the paternal figure; 

o Donated his father’s museum to the 

University of Padua (1733); 

o 1734, became professor of Natural 

Sciences, as he accepted the new Chair Ad 

descriptionem et ostensionem caetorum 

simplicium, dedicated to therapeutic 

substances which are not of vegetal origin. 

 

Antonio Vallisneri Junior 
(1708 - 1777) 

o 1733 Donated his father’s museum to the University of Padua; 
 
o 1733 Published the vast literary production of his father, under 
the title Opere Fisico-mediche (Coletti, Venezia); 
 
o 1734 Became professor of Natural Sciences, as he accepted the 
new Chair Ad descriptionem et ostensionem caetorum simplicium, 
dedicated to therapeutic substances which are not of vegetal 
origin; 

 
o 1734 Settled the first public museum in Padua University, from 
the father’s private collection. 
 



 
The three volumes of Opere Fisico-Mediche 
(Physico-Medical Works),edited 
posthumously by his son Antonio junior, are 
testimony of Vallisneri’s considerable literary 
production. 
 
Vallisneri father was a strong advocate of the 
Italian language and used it in his writings as 
opposed to Latin, which was the official 
language of the international scientific 
community even in the eighteenth century. 
 
This contributed to the disproportion between 
Vallisneri’s fame before and after his death 
(1730). 
 

Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 

Frontispiece of first volume  
(Coletti, Venice 1733).  



NOTOMIA DELLO STRUZZO 

"... Having extracted the ventricles, and divided the first, I found it full of 
herbs, legumes, stones, nails, glass, coins, lead, tin, copper, brass, bone of 
animals, hazelnuts, various fruits and woods ... ". 

Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 

NOTOMIA DELLO STRUZZO 
(Anatomy of the ostrich) 



 
 "... I have observed in the skin two 
particular prerogatives, which, in my 
opinion, make all the play of colors ... 
that is, an innumerable quantity of 
furrows, and folds, which form like a 
marvelous net, or like a mesh 
surrounding all the body. The second is 
the circle of the air, which gives lungs 
enters through small siphons, which 
pierce the pleura ... then goes under the 
skin, flows through the mentioned 
furrows and fills it and swells ... it is that 
interest that makes it in an immediately 
changing color ... " 

HISTORY OF THE CHAMELEON 

Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 



GLI STUDI DI VALLISNERI 

Studi sui parassiti 

Taenia solium (L., 1758)  

La Pulce 

Antonio Vallisneri 
father & son 

"... And here is the figure of the flea, 
the eggs, the worm, and the cocoon: 
all that is magnified with the 
microscope, so that all the parts can 
be seen clearly, and so that the true 
birth of each living from the egg. " 

STUDIES ON PARASITES: THE FLEA 



Vallisneri’s Museum 

from private to public 



Antonio Vallisneri Junior  had the merit to donate the private 
museum of his father to the University of Padua. 
 
In 1734 settled the new public museum at University Palace, 
called Bo’. It’s the first Natural and Science Museum of the 
University Gabinetto di Storia Naturale. 
 
As professor of Natural Science he used the collection to teach to 
his students and to promote the investigation of the sciences in 
nature, collecting and preserving the naturalistic finds for 
educational purposes. 
 
Unfortunately, he didn’t catalogued or numbered the specimens, 
so it has been difficult to trace the original objects belonging to 
the Vallisneri Museum. 

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 



Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

Canadelli E., (Documenta inedita) Nuncius, 31 (2016) 439 - 483.  

After his dead (1777) collections were taken 
care by the custodians, Giovanni Fabris 
and his son. 
This plan it’s from a draft catalog prepared 
in 1797 for the Museum of Natural History 
and Antiquities of the University of Padua 
by Bartolomeo Fabris. 
 
 
It’s of great interest because it provides a 
record of the number and nature of the 
pieces conserved in the museum and also 
indications as how such collections were 
arranged for display in the public halls of a 
university at the end of the eighteenth 
century. 



STORIA DELL’ESEMPLARE DI PADOVA 

Fished in 1760 near Laurento, an ancient city of 
Lazio, south of Rome, it was donated to the 
University of Padua by Pope Clement XIII. 
Knowing the story of a similar turtle donated 
by his predecessor, Benedict XIV to the 
University of Bologna where he had studied, 
he thought of making it a gift to his own 
University. 

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

The Vallisneria, the turtle of the Pope  

A.R. Mengs, 1758, Pinacoteca 
Nazionale, Bologna. 



Pope Clemente XIII 
 

Carlo Rezzonico  
(1693 – 1769) 

 
1713 Laurea at Padua University 

 

1743 - 1758  Bishop of Padua 
 

1758 - 1769  Pope Clemente XIII 
 

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 



The 20th October 1760 Pope Clemente XIII wrote 
a letter from Castel Gandolfo (Rome) to the 
bishop of Padua, the Cardinal Sante Veronese, 
to inform him about the donation of a sea turtles 
for the Museum of Vallisneri. 
 
 
“We know that tortoises of this size were placed some 
time ago not only in the Bolognese Institute, but also 
in the Royal Museum of Paris and therefore we think 

that there will be no disagreement if it is placed in 
your Vallisnerian Institute to be observed not only by 

scholars of medicine, but also by anyone who 
recognizes in every work of nature the hand of the 

most Wise Creator, as it is right ... " 
 
 

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

Historical Archive, University of Padua 



The stuffed animal, together with the letter of the Pope, was 
shipped to Venice and then by boat arrived to Padua where the 
most important  people of the University were reunited for the 
special event.  
 

On December 22nd, 1760, the turtle was brought to the parade with 
a solemn ceremony from the Bishop’s palace to the University 
building, where the Museum was located.  

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

 
 
 
Professor  Antonio Vallisneri Jr., the Prefect of the Cabinet of 
Natural Sciences, was commissioned to describe "the sea 
monster". He took the measurements and made an original ink 
drawing with the relative annotations in a manuscript that is 
perfectly preserved in the Historical Archives of the University 
of Padua. 



Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

Turchetto & Nicolosi (2008). Storie di Tartarughe e di Papi, Università di Padova, pp.126.  



Pope Benedetto XIV 
 

Prospero Lambertini (1675 – 1758) 

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

An enthusiastic botanist he restored and 
enlarged the Botanical Garden of Rome 
and established two new professorships 
at the University, one of Mathematics 
and the other of Chemistry (1748). 

He did not forget his hometown, Bologna, 
where he increased the study of History, 
Philosophy and Science. 

P. Subleyras, Musée National de Chàteau, Versailles. 



Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

Was captured at the end of July 1755 along Maccarese beach, about 30 
kilometres west from Rome. 

Valvasense (1756) 

The turtle of Bologna University (1755) 



PADOVA 

Ranzani (1834) 

It’s the best studied and described for 
that period and there are also the 
anatomical tables of the dissection 
(Biagi, 1755). 

Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 



Vallisneri’s Museum 
from private to public 

 

It’s he most ancient specimen of 
leatherback turtle in Italy and is still 
preserved at the Zoology Museum of the 
University of Bologna. 
 
We found about 36 specimens in 20 
scientific institutes in Italy, the biggest one 
is in Genova Natural History Museum and 
the total length is 235 cm (1966). 
 
A very rare sample is a young individual  
of 96 mm length found in the Florence 
Natural History Musem and caming from 
Messina (10 april 1896). 

The leatherback turtle of Bologna University (1755) 



THE HOLOTYPE 
Vandelli and Linneo 

 



Total length: 191,5 cm 
Length of carapace: 148 cm 
Width of carapace (max): 77 cm 
Head width (max): 22 cm 
Distance between nares: 0,8 cm 
Distance between eyes: 9.9 cm 
Wight between anterior fins (max): 189 cm 
Length of anterior fins: 68 (dx), 69 (sx) 
Length of posterior fins: 48.5 (dx), 50.5 (sx) 
Length of plastron: 85 cm 
Tail length:  27 cm 
 
 

The holotype of Dermochelys coriacea  
(Vandelli, 1761) 

The Holotype 
 

Vandelli and Linneo 



 
Vandelli was a pupil of Vallisneri Junior. 
He described in a first manuscript, now 
disappeared, the rare sea turtle 
preserved in Padua. 
 
Later in an epistle which he sent to 
Linnaeus in Sweden dated March 6, 
1761, Epistola de Holoturio, et Testudine 
coriacea ad Celeberrimum Carolum 
Linnaeum, he described again the turtle. 

The Holotype 
 

Vandelli and Linneo 

Domenico Vandelli 
(1735 - 1816) 



Papa Benedetto  XIV  

(1675-1758) 

The Holotype 
 

Vandelli and Linneo 

Table II (in Vandelli, 1761): a, rostrum; b, divisio mandibulae superioris ad rostrum 
recipiendum; c, foramen in mandibula inferiori; d, dentes; e, nares; f, oculi; g, osseae 
prominentiae pro auribus; h.h., angulosae e serratae prominentiae; l.l, pinnae, seu pedes 
anteriores; m.m, pinnae, seu pedes postriores; n. cauda.  



 
Linnaeus published it in the XII edition of the 
Systema Naturae (1766): 
 
Testudo coriacea Vandelli ad Linn. Patav.1761  
 
Habitat in Mari mediterraneo, Adriatic rarius 
 
We don’t know why he changed the type-
locality reported by Vandelli  
“Maris Tyrrheni oram in agro Laurentiano”. 
 

Vandelli and Linneo 
 

The Holotype 
 

Vandelli and Linneo 



 
Until 1980, Linneo was considered the author of the species or 
more exactly, the author of the taxon. 
 
Fretey & Bour (1980) in their work proposed a new description of 
the type specimen preserved in Padua Zoology Museum and 
indicated Vandelli as first author, because of his publication in 
1761, before the one of Linneo (1766). 
 

Vandelli and Linneo 
 

The Holotype 
 

Vandelli and 
Linneo 



CONCLUSION 

 
 



CONCLUSION 
 

 
The Olotypus of Vandelli is only one of the most important 
specimens of Padua University Museums. 
 
The Vallisneri’s Museum is one of the best examples of XVIII 
century cabinets ‘gabinetti’ collecting rare and ancient objects, both 
natural and man-made, destinated to became, in the space of a 
century, university research laboratories for the experimental 
method.  
 
 



CONCLUSION 
 

 
 
The museum was regarded by Vallisneri Sr. as an 
indispensable aid to his research but also…  
 

“…a school for anyone who wants to become a master in the 
rare things that Nature creates…or who wants to merely carry 
out a virtuos exercise in learning, to demonstrate with evidence 
the truth of the doctrines printed in the Book of Nature and to 

teach Natural and Medicine History to youth.” 
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